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Abstract
The ability to compose software from high level components is as sought after as it is elusive. The REST architectural style used in the World Wide Web enables such plug-compatible components in distributed settings.

We propose storage combinators, a type of plug-compatible component that can be used as generic intermediary in a non-distributed setting.

Storage combinators combine several stores – components that support REST-style verbs – into a single component that also provides a store interface.

This mechanism allows a few basic components to be combined in many different ways to achieve different effects with or without adaptation. It correlates with reported increases in productivity while performing well in commercial applications with millions of users.

CCS Concepts  • Information systems → RESTful web services; • Software and its engineering → Software architectures: Abstraction, modeling and modularity; Interoperability; Software performance; Multiparadigm languages.

Keywords  modularity, components, REST, composition
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1 Introduction
Plug-composability, where software systems, or at least parts of software systems, can be constructed by simply snapping together pre-made components like lego bricks, without time-consuming adaptation or glue code, is one of the most highly sought feature of modern software systems. It is also one of the most highly claimed characteristic, a claim that rarely turns out to survive closer scrutiny.

Two mechanisms that meet a high degree of syntactic composability are Unix pipes and filters and the World Wide Web (WWW). Standard Unix filters have one input interface, the stdin stream, and one output interface, the stdout stream [38][12][41]. The pipe connector is independent of any domain-specific structure or semantics. This highly reduced interface makes filters syntactically compatible by default: any filter’s stdout can be connected to any other filter’s stdin and the composition will be syntactically legal, though semantic compatibility is not guaranteed.

This default syntactic compatibility also makes it possible for shells to offer a composition syntax using the vertical bar that is concise, precise, and obvious: the shell program “ls | wc” is fully determined and specifies the relationship between the ls and wc components in this composition statically, rather than with instructions that set up the relationship.

The mechanism is closed under composition, so a composition of filters can be used like a filter in a new composition.

Similarly the REST architectural style [19] of the WWW has only a very small number of methods1 (nine total), of which only two are required [18]. The small number of verbs to implement makes it easy to achieve syntactic compatibility of components. Both a simple web server and a simple web browser can be created using only the GET and HEAD methods, taking a URL as a parameter and returning header information and tagged data.

What’s more, symmetric components such as proxies, caches or load-balancers can be constructed generically without having to be adapted for or even aware of any domain-specific structure or semantics. Like Unix filters, these symmetric components can be inserted between any other components without affecting further composability.

In contrast to this composability-by-default for filters and REST, the situation at least appears to be significantly more complicated in-process. Instead of unadapted composability being the default, architectural and packaging mismatch [23][17] are the norm. Many techniques are in use or have been proposed to alleviate these mismatches, for example a number of Design Patterns [22] such as Bridge and Adapter or more specialized techniques such as Binary

---

1 Also referred to as verbs
Component Adaptation [31], though with arguably limited progress, as documented in a ten year follow-up paper to the original publication [24].

To illustrate the difference, we will use the example of caching. In a pure HTTP setting, there are a number of ready-made web caches available such as squid [2] or varnish [5]. These caches run as separate processes. Once configured, they all have the same interfaces and can be used with any mix of unmodified HTTP clients and servers, so the choice of caching software depends on the cost/benefit analysis of the particular package, not compatibility concerns.

In the in-process case, we encounter caches in many different settings, for example HTTP servers, HTTP clients, most software that has both an in-memory and a disk representation [30], but none of these caches are interchangeable. Both the Apache [1] and nginx [3] web servers have caching modules, but they are coupled tightly to their respective servers so cannot be exchanged without changing servers, and certainly cannot be reused in clients or for non-HTTP application software.

One way to obtain composability-by-default and generic intermediaries such as caches is to architect even physically co-located systems as distributed systems in the REST architectural style, for example as microservices [36][21]. However, the cost of a distributed systems in time or complexity can be prohibitive, or in the case of iOS simply prohibited. Looking at Fielding’s evaluation of HTTP suggests that distribution may not actually be necessary [19]:

“What makes HTTP significantly different from RPC is that the requests are directed to resources using a generic interface with standard semantics that can be interpreted by intermediaries almost as well as by the machines that originate services. The result is an application that allows for layers of transformation and indirection that are independent of the information origin, [...]”

Although the text talks about HTTP, RPC, and machines, there is nothing in the structural parts (“directed to resources using a generic interface with standard semantics”) that requires a distributed implementation. Something that “[separates requests from] resources using a generic interface with standard semantics that can be interpreted by intermediaries” should make such intermediaries possible, regardless of being distributed or not.

We propose Storage Combinators as just such a kind of composable and (sometimes) generic intermediaries to be used and composed in-process. Based on In-Process REST [47], these intermediaries can be used to create layers of transformations similar to HTTP intermediaries in REST.

Storage combinators are specific kinds of stores, objects that implement a storage-oriented interface modelled on the REST verbs and very similar to dictionary APIs. Stores were introduced in Polymorphic Identifiers [48] and abstract over different kinds of storage, such as files, databases and dictionaries. Storage combinators specialise stores in that they don’t just provide the storage interface to their clients, but in turn use the storage API themselves to fetch and store data.

Section 2 provides a brief introduction to the parts of In-Process REST and the Store abstraction necessary for the rest of the paper. Section 3 introduces the Store Combinator concept itself and describes the implementations of a set of combinators to be composed in the later sections. Section 4 demonstrates how complex behaviours can be obtained by plugging together combinators. Section 5 recounts practical experience using combinators and larger compositions in industry. Section 6 discusses qualitative and quantitative effects of Storage Combinator use. Section 8 shows related work and finally Section 9 gives a summary of the contribution of Storage Combinators and provides an outlook at further work.

2 In-Process REST: References, Operations, and Stores

At its most basic, taking the REST principles in-process means implementing some or all of the HTTP methods as an API in the software, and calling those methods instead of sending HTTP requests. This can be as simple as a single method that implements the equivalent of an HTTP GET by taking a string-encoded path as used by the system that introduced In-Process REST [47]. The method, shown in Figure 1, resolved the path by walking a tree of named nodes.

```java
public SiteMapNode nodeForUri(String path) {
    return root().subobjectForPath(path);
}
```

![Figure 1. GET implementation and use in Java](image)

The nodeForUri() method separates the location of the value, which is passed as a parameter to the method, from the operation, a simple fetch, which is specified in the method name. This separation mirrors the way HTTP protocol methods are defined, which also separate the verb from the URL.

This separation of location and action is necessary for Storage Combinators, but completely missing from the typical storage access mechanisms defined for programming languages, be they Strachey’s Load-Update Pairs (LUP) defining L-Values, or accessors and properties in object-oriented languages, all of which define separate operations for each location to access.

iOS programs are not allowed to have multiple processes

Construction of the tree was handled separately.
Table 1 shows how the separate concepts, location, operation, and resolver are mapped to HTTP and In-Process REST, respectively. Object Oriented Programming, on the other hand, does not separate location and operation, instead combining the two into messages and thereby limiting what an intermediary can do.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OO</th>
<th>In-Process REST</th>
<th>HTTP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>message</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td>URI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operation</td>
<td>Storage protocol</td>
<td>HTTP methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resolver</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>store</td>
<td>HTTP server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the remainder, we will use a specific implementation of In-Process REST and storage combinators to illustrate the concept. The implementation is in form of a framework [44] that supports the language Objective-Smalltalk [45].

2.1 Location: Polymorphic Identifiers/References
Polymorphic Identifiers in Objective-Smalltalk [48] are used to identify the location of a resource. They serve the same role in In-Process REST as URIs for REST/HTTP and are closely modeled on URIs.

They are also called references or refs for short. Figure 2 shows the protocolrefs must conform to: a scheme and a path, which for convenience can also be accessed by components.

```smalltalk
Figure 2. Reference protocol in Objective-Smalltalk
```

Any object that conforms to the Reference protocol can act as a reference.

2.2 Operation: Storage Protocol
The equivalent of HTTP methods in REST is modelled as messages or procedure calls in In-Process REST. The implementation used here uses the messages defined in the Storage protocol shown in Figure 3.

```smalltalk
Figure 3. Storage protocol expressed in Objective-Smalltalk
```

The messages are equivalent to the GET, PUT, PATCH and DELETE HTTP methods, and closely mirror the protocol of Smalltalk dictionaries.

2.3 Resolver: Stores
Where HTTP servers act as the resolvers in REST, stores act as resolvers in In-Process REST. Any object that implements the Storage protocol can act as a store.

Figure 4 shows how to use a dictionary-based store via the API. First, an instance of the store is created, then the store is asked to provide a reference for a string path (references are scoped by store). Finally a data item is placed into the store using and later retrieved using messages from the Storage protocol.

```smalltalk
Figure 4. Using a dictionary-based store via API
```

Figure 5 shows the equivalent code that uses a Smalltalk dictionary directly. For this simple example, it is almost identical to the store-based code.

```smalltalk
Figure 5. Using a Smalltalk dictionary directly
```

The similarity between the dictionary-based code and the store-based code is intentional: dictionaries are often used as simple and lightweight dynamic storage mechanism. Using a dictionary-based store instead of an actual dictionary keeps the simplicity while not tying clients to the actual dictionary-based storage implementation.

Figure 6 shows how to use the a disk-store via the store API. The code is identical to Figure 4 except that DictStore is replaced by DiskStore and the effect is the same except that the data is stored in a file on disk instead of in a dictionary.

```smalltalk
Figure 6. Using a disk-based store via API
```

Figure 7 demonstrates the usage of a dict-based store using Polymorphic Identifiers. Its effect is the same as the Figure 4,
but it registers the store as the handler for the scheme dict and then uses URIs with that scheme.

1 scheme: dict := DictStore store.
2 dict: hello := 'world'
3 dict: hello. // result: "world"

**Figure 7.** Using a dictionary-based store via Polymorphic Identifiers

Finally, Figure 8 shows the use of the disk-store via the pre-defined file scheme. Its effect is identical to Figure 6.

1 file: hello := 'world'
2 file: hello. // result: "world"

**Figure 8.** Using a disk-based store via Polymorphic Identifiers and the pre-defined file scheme

Table 2 shows the four operations supported by the Storage protocol and their equivalent HTTP methods, Strachey LUP operations, dictionary operations, the Java In-Process-REST method shown above and equivalent Java accessors. The at: message is equivalent to the HTTP GET method, reading from a dictionary and fetching the specified node using nodeForUri() calling the Load function of a Load-Update Pair or calling a get accessor on a Java object.

The library comes with a number of pre-built simple stores, such as the DictStore and DiskStore already mentioned. Many more stores have already been implemented, such as those for the common URL schemes, http, https, and ftp, in-process schemes for environment variables (env) and memory variables (var). In addition there are stores to access databases such as key-value stores and the SQLite database, with the latter a template for connecting other relational databases. More exotic stores provide access to windows managed by the system or to other applications’ data via AppleScript.

The benefits of decoupling clients from specific storage implementations via a uniform protocol roughly correspond to the general benefits of loose coupling in software engineering [50] and were discussed in detail in *Polymorphic Identifiers: Uniform Resource Access in Objective-Smalltalk* [48].

4 Although file: hello is not valid URI syntax, it is a valid Polymorphic Identifier

3 Storage Combinators

As discussed in the previous section, any object that implements the Storage protocol can act as a store. This is depicted in Figure 9. There is no requirement for a store to actually store data, it can just as easily compute it, something that is common for HTTP servers, as long as it implements the protocol.

**Figure 9.** A store implements the storage protocol

A subset of stores compute their results by referring to other stores, combining, filtering or otherwise processing the results obtained from those other stores or being sent to those other stores. Such stores are called storage combinators, shown in Figure 10.

**Figure 10.** A storage combinator both implements and uses the storage protocol

Due to the separation of locations and meaningful operations, these storage combinators can act as intermediaries that perform useful operations, and due to their symmetry can be composed to create layers of transformation and redirection very similar to HTTP intermediaries in the REST distributed style, but without the distribution aspect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>HTTP</th>
<th>L-Values</th>
<th>Smalltalk dictionary</th>
<th>Java In-Process REST</th>
<th>Java accessor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>store at: ref</td>
<td>GET &lt;uri&gt;</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>dict at: key</td>
<td>nodeForUri( ref )</td>
<td>obj.getAttribute()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store at: ref put: data</td>
<td>PUT &lt;uri&gt; &lt;data&gt;</td>
<td>Update &lt;data&gt;</td>
<td>dict at: key put: data</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>obj.setAttribute(data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store at: ref merge: data</td>
<td>PATCH &lt;uri&gt; &lt;data&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store delete: ref</td>
<td>DELETE &lt;uri&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Operation equivalences: In-Process REST, REST, and non-REST
3.1 Example Combinators

This section introduces a number of storage combinators that have been refined over the years and proven to be generally useful as generic intermediaries. They will also be the basis for the examples compositions in Section 4.

Figure 13 sketches a quick overview of the class hierarchy introduced here, deriving from an abstract Store superclass. Combinators are shown with solid outlines.

3.1.1 Pass Through Store

The simplest storage combinator is the Pass Through store. It simply passes all its requests to its source unchanged. Its implementation is shown in Figure 11. It implements every single one of the messages of the Storage protocol with a method that passes that message to the store’s source and returning the result to its caller.

```plaintext
1 class PassThrough : Store {
2     var source.
3     -at:ref {
4         self source at:ref.
5     }
6     -<void>at:ref put:object {
7         self source at:ref put:object.
8     }
9     -<void>at:ref merge:object {
10        self source at:ref merge:object.
11     }
12     -<void>deleteAt:ref {
13        self source deleteAt:ref.
14     }
15 }
```

Figure 11. Definition of a pass-through store

Figure 12 shows how to configure and use a pass-through store with a DictStore as its source. After instantiating the PassThrough store, we configure it by setting a DictStore as its source. Its use is identical to the DictStore example in Figure 11, and as it just passes every request through unchanged, the results are also the same.

```plaintext
1 scheme:p := PassThrough store.
2 scheme:p setSource:DictStore store.
3 p:hello := 'world'.
4 p:hello.
```

Figure 12. Configuration and use of a pass-through store

3.1.2 Mapping Store

The Mapping Store is an abstract superclass modelled after a map() function [37] or a Unix filter, applying simple transformations to its inputs to yield its outputs when communicating with its source. Due to the fact that stores have a slightly richer protocol than functions or filters, the mapping store has to perform three separate mappings:

1. Map the reference before passing it to the source.
2. Map the data that is read from the source after it is read.
3. Map the data that is written to the source, before it is written.

The implementation of the mapping store is shown in Figure 14. In this particular implementation of the Mapping Store, the Storage protocol methods do not perform any actual mapping themselves, instead they take care of the proper sequencing of operations, deferring the mapping operation to overridable mapping methods.

The actual mapping is performed in the three methods mapRef:, mapRetrieved:ref:, and mapToStore:ref:. As these mapping methods are implemented as identities, returning their argument, the abstract mapper functions identically to the PassThrough store shown in Section 3.1.1.

The basic mapping store has stubs for these three mapping methods, which can be refined in subclasses. Having these be overridable instead of function arguments is deliberate in this particular library in order to encourage named, reusable components.

3.1.3 Relative Store

A relative store is a mapping store that maps references by prepending them with a prefix that is set at initialisation. Its implementation is shown in Figure 15.

Relative stores are useful for decoupling clients from absolute locations, for example a document directory or the URL of a service. The client uses relative URLs, which get mapped to the absolute URLs by the relative store. Substituting a different relative store can point the application to a test-server, or to a different directory in the filesystem. Figure 16 shows how to set up and use a disk-store.

First, the code obtains a reference to the user’s home directory by fetching the HOME environment variable and plugging that into the file scheme. It then creates the home scheme as relative store with that reference and sets that as the source of the DiskStore that’s backing the file scheme. Once set up, the user’s .bashrc file can be accessed using the expression home:.bashrc, assuming the user has a Unix-style operating system and a .bashrc file.

3.1.4 Serialiser

Where the relative store maps only references, serialisers map only data, between an external, serialised format such as JSON or XML and an internal object representation.

---

5 We use the point of view of the GET operation to determine what is source.
3.1.5 Switching Store

The switching store is used to distribute requests to one of a number of subsidiary stores based on a user-defined mapping. The default mapping is to take the first path-component of the reference provided to select a store from a dictionary.

```
1 class MappingStore : Store {
  2   var source.
  3   -mapRef:ref {
  4     ref.
  5   }
  6   -mapRetrieved:object ref:ref {
  7     object.
  8   }
  9   -mapToStore:object ref:ref {
 10     object.
 11   }
 12   -at:ref {
 13     var retrieved:=(self source at: (self mapRef: ref )).
 14     self mapRetrieved: retrieved ref:ref.
 15   }
 16   -<void>at:ref put:object {
 17     var toStore := self mapToStore:object ref:ref:
 18     self source at: (self mapRef: ref ) put:toStore
 19   }
 20   -<void>at:ref merge:object {
 21     var toMerge := self mapToStore:object ref:ref:
 22     self source at: (self mapRef: ref ) merge:
 23       toMerge.
 24   }
 25   -<void>deleteAt:ref {
 26     self source deleteAt:(self mapRef:ref).
 27   }
}
```

```
1 class RelativeStore : MappingStore {
  2   var prefix.
  3   -mapReference:ref {
  4     self prefix referenceByAppending: ref.
  5   }
}
```

This is comparable to a mount point with mounted file systems.

The implementation of the switching store is shown in Figure 17. It has a single method that maps the incoming ref to a store. All the methods of the Storage protocol than forward their request to the store returned by that method.

3.1.6 Caching Store

A caching store works as you would expect: the store has a source store and a cache store. It first tries to satisfy reads from the cache and if that fails, gets the result from its source and in addition to returning it also stores that result in the cache. On writes, it works like a write-through cache, writing to both the cache and the source. The implementation is shown in Figure 18.

It does not provide any automatic invalidation mechanism, instead adding an invalidateReference: message to the protocol, which removes the specified element from the cache but not from the source.
3.2 Logging and Filters

The logging store is a little different from the previously presented store combinators in that it is an adapter. Within the store combinator system, it acts as just a pass-through store, so just passes requests to its source without modification. However, it also logs a description of the operation to its log instance variable. It does this by bundling the operation and the reference together into a RESTOperation (without the data) and then writing that object to its log using the `write:` message, as shown in Figure 19. This particular logging store only logs writes.

Implementors of the `write:` message are called filters, and they fill roles similar to both Unix filters and output streams. As an example, the Unix `stdout` stream is mapped to a filter in Objective-Smalltalk, also called `stdout`. A similar mapping applies for `stderr`. Figure 20 shows how to configure a logging filter so it logs a textual description of write operations that reached its `DictStore`.

Beyond traditional logging, a logging store can also be used to inform other parts of a system that data has changed, and exactly which piece of data has changed. Since the information identifying the data that changed is a ref and not a pointer, notifications don’t have to include the actual data, and the data doesn’t even have to exist in memory, for example when data deleted.

3.2.1 MVC Notifications

One part of the MVC architecture [35] is a mechanism for informing the view(s) when the model has changed. The `StoreNotifications` filter transforms `RESTOperation` into MVC notifications using the `NSNotification` class of Apple’s Cocoa framework.

Any view object that has registered for this notification will be notified whenever an object in the store changes, and will also receive the reference to that object.

3.2.2 Copier

In addition to helping keep views synchronised with their model using notifications, logging stores can also be used to implement Constraint Connectors [49], using the Copier shown in Figure 22 to keep one store, the target, synchronised with another, the source.

What distinguishes constraint connectors from other one-way dataflow constraint systems is that they work with arbitrary data stores.

3.3 Discussion

This section has introduced the storage combinator concept and illustrated that concept by showing both implementations and use-cases for a number of simple and fairly generic data stores.
class LoggingStore : PassThrough {
  var log.

  <void> at:ref put:object {
    super at:ref put:object.
    self log write: (RESTOperation verb: 'PUT'
      reference: ref).
  }

  <void> at:ref merge:object {
    super at:ref merge:object.
    self log write: (RESTOperation verb: 'MERGE'
      reference: ref).
  }

  <void> deleteAt:ref {
    super deleteAt:ref.
    self log write: (RESTOperation verb: 'DELETE'
      reference: ref).
  }
}

Figure 19. Definition of a logging store

class StoreNotifications {
  var notificationName.

  <void> write:restOperation {
    NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter
      postNotificationName: self notificationName
      object: anObject.
  }
}

Figure 21. A filter for sending MVC changed notifications via NSNotificationCenter

1 class Copier {
  var source.
  var target.

  <void> write:restOperation {
    restOperation verb = 'PUT' ifTrue:
      var ref := restOperation reference.
      target at:ref put: (source at: ref).
  }

  <void> write:restOperation {
    restOperation verb = 'DELETE' ifTrue:
      target deleteAt: ref.
  }
}

Figure 22. A filter for copying between stores

4 Composition

Having defined storage combinators and shown a few very simple compositions in the previous section, this section will construct some larger compositions.

4.1 Convenience Composition Syntax

So far, composition of stores was done procedurally: a store was instantiated, configured and then connected by calling individual methods. This approach means that the static relationship between the stores is not expressed directly, instead it is hidden in the dynamic unfolding of the execution of the program, and upon reading the program has to be recovered by the reader by simulating the execution in their head.

Stores support two syntactical convenience mechanisms for constructing store compositions. The first is array-based and works in any language that supports literal arrays. The abstract store class can be initialised with an array containing either store classes or store instance. The former will first have an instance created, the latter used as is and connected in the order they appear in the array. Figure 23 constructs the same composite as Figure 22 and Figure 16.

```smalltalk
1 homeRef := ref: file: { env: HOME }.
2 scheme: home := #Store( RelativeStore withRef: homeRef, scheme: file ).
3 home: .bashrc // result: < the current user ’s .bashrc >
```

Figure 23. Composing a $HOME-relative store via array convenience

combinators. This list of combinators is by no means exhaustive, but it should be sufficient to clarify the ideas and serve as a basis for some compositions in the next section.

It should be noted that storage combinators cannot be viewed in isolation, they need to be combined with non-combinator stores and will frequently also be augmented by application-specific combinators. The fact that stores can unify dictionaries, file access, database access and remote interaction via HTTP give combinators very broad applicability. In Objective-Smalltalk, that applicability is extended to general variable access.
home:.bashrc // result: <the current user’s .bashrc>

Figure 24. Composing a $HOME-relative store via connectors

4.2 HTTP Server Stack
Use in a server role is facilitated by SchmeHTTPServer [46], a minimal web server based on GNU libmicrohttpd [25] that maps incoming HTTP requests as trivially as possible to the Storage protocol given in Figure 3 (see Table 2 for the correspondences).

Given the code in Figure 24, we can minimally extend it to start serving those files in the user’s home directory over HTTP on port 8080, as shown in Figure 25.

server start.

Figure 25. A composition serving the files in $HOME via HTTP

In case serving everything from disk is too slow, we can add a cache, as shown in Figure 26. Putting just the name of a class in a composition will insert an instance of the class. The default CachingStore configures itself with a DictStore as its in-memory cache.

server start.

Figure 26. A composition serving the files in $HOME/Sites, cached by memory

4.3 Diagrams
Compositions of stores can be represented graphically. The graphic equivalent of the composition in Figure 26 is shown in Figure 27.

These are architectural diagrams, with the nodes representing components and the arrows representing connectors. In this case, the rounded rectangles represent store components and the solid arrows represent connections via the Storage protocol.

Since the graphs have a straightforward, 1:1 correspondence to either of the convenience syntaxes presented, further compositions will be shown in their graphical representation rather than as the code constructing them.

The graphical representations shown here can be automatically generated at run time, currently by a graphViz: method that dumps a textual, GraphViz-compatible representation of the stores and their connections onto a stream.

A number of the graphs presented here were, in fact, generated automatically, guaranteeing their fidelity to the actual program structures. Displaying these graphs at run time has been an invaluable debugging aid. More sophisticated tools that combine the graphs with logging information (via logging store) to show live data flows at run time would be a useful extension.

4.4 HTTP Client Stack
The same cache that was used to speed up the HTTP server can also be used for the client, as shown in Figure 28.

CachingStore
DictStore
raw http
source

Figure 28. Composition of stores for an HTTP client with in-memory caching

A slightly more complex setup with both an in-memory and a disk-based cache is shown in Figure 29.

CachingStore
DictStore
RelativeStore
temp directory
DiskStore
raw http
source

Figure 29. Composition of stores for an HTTP client with disk and in-memory caching

This composition will first try to satisfy incoming read requests from the in-memory cache, then from the disk cache and finally by requesting the original resource via HTTP.

Automatically mapping from bytes to usable objects would be accomplished by plugging in a number of serialiser stores (Section 3.1.4), with a switching store (Section 3.1.5) indexed
by MIME type selecting the appropriate serialiser. The memory cache could then be moved behind the serialisers in order to cache native objects instead of the raw bytes.

4.5 Storage Stack

One common configuration we have encountered for mobile and desktop applications is the storage stack shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Common storage stack

It features an in-memory store, a disk-store with serialiser and a caching store that automatically shuffles data between disk and memory on-demand. The in-memory representation is effectively a cache of the on-disk representation.

4.6 Asynchronous Writer

One potential disadvantage of the storage stack described in the previous section is that it performs synchronous writes to disk. This is great if we want to ensure perfect consistency, but can potentially slow down operations that expect to write at memory speed.

One solution is the asynchronous writer shown in Figure 31. The ovals in this diagrams represent objects that are not stores but single-in/single-out filters discussed in Section 3.2.2.

This construction is based on the storage stack in Figure 30, but replaces the direct connection of the writing part of the source (disk) side of the cache with a reference to a logger (Section 3.2). For writes, instead of writing the data, the reference is to the data is entered into a queue that feeds into a a copier (Section 3.2.2). The copier copies the data from the in-memory cache where it was previously written to the its target, in this case the serializer and disk store.

The queue is asynchronous, decoupling writes to the storage stack from the speed of the underlying disk storage. The queue also coalesces writes. As the copier always gets the most current version of the data from the memory store, it does not need to write the same data multiple times.

Figure 31. Asynchronous writer as a composition

The asynchronous writer was initially implemented as a single store with a very complex and error-prone procedural implementation. The realization that it could also be implemented by composing existing components only came later. The compositional implementation was both significantly simpler and more compact. It also worked out of the box after the pre-tested components were assembled.

It should be noted that the composition is hidden inside a version of the CachingStore, so for clients it has the same interfaces as CachingStore, the only difference being the asynchronous nature of writes. It should also be noted that it slightly changes the nature of the data in the cache: as long as there are writes outstanding, the data in the cache for those writes is the actual source of truth and not just a cache, and should therefore not be discarded.

A similar construction also queues up requests to web backends.

5 Experience

The stores concept was developed over several iterations of industry projects, storage combinators emerged over time as a highly useful and in-hindsight obvious addition to the mechanism.

5.1 BBC SportStats

Version 2 of the Sport Statistics system for BBC News Interactive was where the In-Process REST approach was introduced [47]. The rewrite turned a distributed system with over 100 processes and dozen machines into a single Java process. Web-sites for specific sports such as Cricket, Football or Rugby were represented by individual In-Process REST “servers” constructed out of domain objects.

A first version of the SwitchingStore component allowed these separate sites to be “mounted” on a single combined
“server” representing all the sports, with /cricket, football etc. "subdirectories". Each of the sites was translated to one of several output media (HTML, WAP, Ceefax) by early variants of the mapping store.

The previous system used a relational database for storage and procedural rules to map from that representation to the final output tree. Using a tree for storage removed the need for that mapping step, simplified coding and improved traceability during production, as there was a clear, static correspondence between internal representation and output.

Accessing that tree in-process rather than via an HTTP interface in a microservices architecture removed deployment complexity, removed the need for an intermediate representation that could be transformed into the final output formats and made high performance straightforward to achieve, as detailed in Section 6.

5.2 Wunderlist

Although the basic In-Process REST approach was used in several other applications, including Livescribe Mac Desktop [6], the first refinement to the actual concepts came with the the version 3 rewrite of the Wunderlist task management application for iOS and macOS [9]. The previous version 2 had used Apple’s CoreData ORM (Object Relational Mapper), which had turned out to be a major source of instability, performance issues and thus ongoing rework.

There initially was no overarching plan for the storage mechanism, the team responsible for the iOS and macOS clients just implemented The Simplest Thing that Could Possibly Work [4] as a placeholder until we could figure out how to implement storage properly. This turned out to be a set of nested in-memory dictionaries, keyed by the type of object and the object’s id.

Instead of using these dictionaries directly, we exploited the similarity between the Storage interface and the dictionary interface to "lift" the access to a store with minimal additional effort. By using the Storage interface, the team could start with a simple dictionary implementation without being tied to that implementation, for example to add actual persistence.

When the need came to actually persist data, the initial implementation grew, first to the generic storage stack from Figure 30 and then to the production version shown in Figure 32, all without having to change the interface or the client. The version shown added the ability to store some sensitive items such as credentials in the Keychain, a system-wide secure storage facility in macOS and iOS.

The core element represents the rest of the application that is the client of the storage subsystem depicted here. The caching store is the same object used earlier in HTTP server and client implementations. The switcher is the SwitchingStore, keyed by object type. The object-types representing sensitive information are diverted to the keychain, the remainder written to disk as JSON.

Figure 32. Composition of stores making up the Wunderlist storage architecture

Unit and system tests of application functionality use the simpler hierarchy shown in Figure 33. That way tests are fast and do not impact global state such as the developer’s actual keychain.

Figure 33. Simpler composition of stores making up the Wunderlist test configuration

Note that the test configuration uses no special-purpose mocks or stubs, instead creating a slightly simpler configuration of the elements that were already used elsewhere. This reduces not only the total amount of code written, but also the chances of falsifying tests due to code that runs only during testing.

5.3 Microsoft To-Do

For Microsoft To-Do, started by the same team that built Wunderlist 3, the focus was expanded to domain logic and user-interface support. For example, the user interface of both Wunderlist and To-Do included a sidebar as a top-level navigational element. In Wunderlist, this was created with regular object-oriented code, in To-Do, it was generated by a mapping store.

The resulting, much more complex store hierarchy is shown in Figure 34. The core element once again represents the application’s entry point into the store hierarchy. Actual storage management is shown near the bottom, starting with the caching store. It is very similar to the Wunderlist storage hierarchy shown in Figure 32, except that handling of sensitive user credentials has been delegated to Microsoft libraries and moved near the top.

The CascadingRemoveStore handles deleting of associated data, such as tasks in a deleted list. The id-redirector maps object ids assigned locally when creating an object, for example when offline, to the server-provided ids that are
substituted once the locally created object has been uploaded and assigned an id by the server.

5.4 Other

Stores and storage combinators are also in use in various projects at the Software Architecture Group at HPI, for example the Lively Kernel and Squeak Smalltalk implementations [33]. In one example, the Lively team had a performance problem with one of their stores that was fixed by plugging in a Caching Store without altering any other code [34].

The MPWFoundation project that storage combinators are a part of also contains UI components, including a miller-column-browser based on Cocoa’s `NSBrowser` class that works with any object conforming to the `Storage` protocol. One application is a file browser, composing the browser with the `DiskStore` using the code shown in Figure 37.

The resulting output is shown in Figure 36. Unfortunately, the combination of APIs forces quadratic complexity: the browser’s data source API for fetching data is invoked separately for each individual row of each column, whereas the `DiskStore` cannot fetch individual directory entries by ordinal index without reading the entire directory. For large directories, the quadratic complexity caused the UI to be severely laggy.

1 browser := MPWBROWSER new.
2 fb setStore: MPWDiskStore store.
3 fb openInWindow: 'file_browser'.

Figure 35. Configuring a file browser

The solution to the performance problems in this case was adding a caching store from Section 3.1.6 to the composition that’s used to configure the browser, as shown in Figure 37. This is exactly the same cache previously used for HTTP servers, HTTP clients and for coordinating memory and disk storage in Wunderlist and To-Do. It was not adapted for this application.

1 browser := MPWBROWSER new.
2 fb setStore: (MPWCachingStore storeWithSource:
MPWDiskStore store cache: MPWDictStore store ).
3 fb openInWindow: 'file_browser'.

Figure 36. File Browser

Figure 37. Configuring a file browser with cache

Other applications include the server for the `http://objective.st` site for the Objective-Smalltalk language and several live programming environments, including one for web sites and one for iOS and macOS applications.

6 Evaluation

The REST architectural style enabled symmetric reusable components such as HTTP load balancers and caches. The goal of storage combinators was to provide similar kinds of composable intermediaries without requiring making programs distributed.

Such components can clearly be built, as shown in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates that they can be composed.

---
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Other applications include the server for the `http://objective.st` site for the Objective-Smalltalk language and several live programming environments, including one for web sites and one for iOS and macOS applications.

6 Evaluation

The REST architectural style enabled symmetric reusable components such as HTTP load balancers and caches. The goal of storage combinators was to provide similar kinds of composable intermediaries without requiring making programs distributed.

Such components can clearly be built, as shown in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates that they can be composed.

---

The CachingStore proved to be particularly useful and versatile, being used with an HTTP server, HTTP clients in multiple configurations, in a GUI browser component, and last not least as central part of the storage layer of several widely used applications.

The straightforward composability inherent in the mechanism allowed the definition of convenience syntax that comes close to the Unix shell notation for specifying compositions in a straightforward and declarative manner.

6.1 Reliability

As pointed out by Waldo et al in their *Note on Distributed Computing*, moving from local to distributed computing introduces a number of failure modes, particularly partial failures [32]. Conversely, moving from distributed to local computing, as with storage combinators, simply removes these failure modes entirely.

The BBC Sport Statistics rewrite with storage combinators saw reliability improve by a factor of 50 as measured by production outages. While this cannot be attributed solely to the move from a distributed system with over a hundred processes spread over a dozen machines to a local system consisting of a single Java process, it certainly played a large part.

The Wunderlist 3.0 macOS/iOS release reduced crashes by a factor of ten compared to Wunderlist 2, which is unusual for an x.0 release. Crashes were reduced significantly further a couple of minor releases later after the usual x.0 oversights had been corrected. Although this was not a move from distributed to local computing, the storage subsystem was the major source of crashes in the previous version, so this improvement can be attributed at least partially to the new storage architecture, including storage combinators.

6.2 Performance

Another of the key benefits of replacing a distributed implementation with a local one is performance: the overhead of an in-process method call is orders of magnitude less than the overhead of access via the systems involved.

In order to quantify this well-known difference, we compared the overhead of three HTTP-based servers (the node.js [7] based fastlify [10], the Python [42] based flask [40] and the Ruby [51] based Sinatra [15]) with storage combinators served over HTTP and used in-process.

For each, we used the minimal “hello world” program provided by the documentation, which in each case consisted of server that returns a single constant string with no further computation or marshalling overhead. The measurements were performed on a MacBook Pro 2018 with a 4 core Intel i7 CPU running at 2.7 GHz and 16GB of RAM, running MacOS 10.14.5. For the HTTP servers, wrk was used to generate load.

The results are shown in Figure 38, plotted as requests per second on a log-scale.

![Figure 38. Overhead of Storage Combinators compared to HTTP servers (log scale)](image)

In basic overhead, the systems compared fall into three groups, separated by 1-2 orders of magnitude in performance:

1. Sinatra and Flask with 938 and 1523 requests per second, respectively.
2. Fastlify and storage combinators over HTTP with 58120 and 63735 requests per second, respectively.
3. Storage combinators in-process with 49 million requests per second.

The in-process variant of storage combinators is 3 orders of magnitude faster than the next fastest variant, storage combinators over HTTP, and the overall range of the results is almost 5 orders of magnitude.

This comparison only accounts for the intrinsic overhead of access via the systems involved, for real systems the differences will vary depending on the actual work performed.

In production, the BBC Sports Statistics system saw a performance improvement of around a factor 100, surpassing the goal set for the rewrite and removing performance as an issue.

For the consumer-centric Wunderlist and To-Do applications we did not do a systematic, quantitative before/after analysis. We knew that performance was an issue for customers in the previous version based on qualitative customer feedback. Both ad-hoc performance analysis as well as the need to continuously tune the storage stack pinpointed the source of the problems sufficiently even without a systematic analysis.

After the rewrite, customer feedback on the topic of performance switched from complaint to rave, and the new storage stack never warranted further study in performance investigations.

6.3 Productivity

Productivity is harder to quantify than reliability and performance. One rough proxy for productivity is code size, and for the BBC Sport Statistics system, we saw a decrease in overall code size by a factor of four, despite adding two more output media (Ceefax and WAP) to the existing HTML output [47].
In Wunderlist and To-Do, both complexity and pure bulk of client code was also significantly reduced compared to the version utilising the ORM despite the ORM itself being a built-in component that does not count towards our code bulk. Behaviour became much more predictable, with team effort chasing down storage-related problems virtually eliminated.

For the more comprehensive integration of storage combinators in Microsoft To-Do, the following benefits of the architecture were reported [28]:

- “unified interface of communication between layers means the system is infinitely extensible with very little overhead of writing repeated glue code
- it gave the team a very minimal but powerful framework to communicate, work separately and successfully combine the results of their work
- specific data storage combinators could be turned on/off on the fly—great for feature toggles and rapid development; this allowed the team to merge more often
- by applying this architecture I would be confident enough that we could rewrite Wunderlist in 50–60% of the amount of code, while introducing better testability ([..] I’ve managed to rewrite some of the parts in even less that 50% from the original — sidebar, tasks and detail view models)”

The downsides were reported as follows:

- "because of the unified interface and store objects being separate, it was often impossible to determine the dataflow path before runtime; dataflow would be encoded in the object dependencies, which means one has to always keep the object graph in their mind or at least before their eyes;
- often it would be difficult to debug, because a programmer has to step through the whole data transformation path during runtime"

The current Objective-C implementation of storage combinators is also fairly small, at less than 1KLOC including unit tests. Many implementations of single stores run to less than 50 LOC, again including tests.

7 Discussion

In-Process REST in general and storage combinators in particular take an architectural style known to work well in the distributed case and scale it down to work in the non-distributed, local case in order to bring along the modularity benefits associated with that style.

7.1 Inverting OO

This technique of scaling a distributed case down to the local case for structural reasons is very similar to the conception of object-oriented computing as explained by Alan Kay: “[Smalltalk’s] semantics are a bit like having thousands and thousands of computers all hooked together by a very fast network.” [29]. The computers are the (strongly encapsulated) objects, and they communicate by exchanging messages over the “network”.

This network of thousands and thousands of computers was, at the time, mostly notional: no networks of that scale existed. Instead of such a notional network and its hypothesised communication structure, the authors were able to look at how the interconnection mechanism of a real network with billions of connected computers works in practice.

The actual architecture of the World Wide Web is based on REST, the combination of URIs to name objects and a small set of verbs with fixed, state-based semantics.

REST inverts the conventional view of object-oriented computing, which posits that in order to achieve polymorphism and encapsulation, interfaces must be procedural and “state” hidden. REST has shown that you can hide both actual state and computation behind a state-oriented interface.

In the OO view, the recursive decomposition of systems must proceed on procedural lines, because it is the procedures that make up interfaces. However, whereas procedures are a computational abstraction, storage has actually replaced computation as the main driver of data processing workloads for over a decade [13].

It is unlikely that this fundamental mismatch between what our systems do and how our tools force us to structure them is helpful for creating or understanding those systems. It could be considered an instance of architectural mismatch, the problems of which have been well-documented [23][24].

Allowing storage-oriented decomposition should ease this mismatch. In fact, Brooks pointed out the importance of data for system comprehension many decades ago when he wrote: “Show me your flowchart and conceal your tables, and I shall continue to be mystified. Show me your tables, and I won’t usually need your flowchart; it’ll be obvious” [16].

7.2 Architecture-Oriented Programming

Storage-oriented composition has been very successful in organising distributed systems such as the World Wide Web and, as this work shows, can also be very helpful in structuring local computation. Although one could make the case for turning this into a unifying, all-encompassing ontology similar to OO, we feel that one should refrain from making this leap.

As John Hughes wrote in Why Functional Programming Matters [27]:

Modular design brings with it great productivity improvements. First of all, small
modules can be coded quickly and easily. Second, general-purpose modules can be reused, leading to faster development of subsequent programs. Third, the modules of a program can be tested independently, helping to reduce the time spent debugging.

The ways in which one can divide up the original problem depend directly on the ways in which one can glue solutions together. Therefore, to increase one’s ability to modularize a problem conceptually, one must provide new kinds of glue in the programming language.

We need many different kinds of glue, many different kinds of connectors, in order to find appropriate and useful decompositions of our problems that allow us to write well-modularised programs.

8 Related Work

The Genesis project [14] was capable of synthesising a DBMS out of prefabricated components. However, its focus was on creating a single store out of components of sub-store granularity. It did not compose subsystems with a uniform, symmetric store-like interface.

Stackable filesystems [26] are common in Unix systems nowadays. As they are services provided by the operating system kernel, they need to be provided by the kernel and either have to be compiled into the kernel itself or require special privileges to be loaded by the kernel. As such, they are typically not suitable for providing user-defined abstractions within a process. They are visible globally on a machine, so more applicable between processes, not in-process, and more typically used to structure systems, not programs. While the POSIX API to access them is also narrow and uniform, it is byte-oriented and therefore requires serialization.

File System in User Space (FUSE) mitigates some of the problems of filesystems by providing a single in-kernel services that can be multiplexed onto multiple user-space filesystem providers. However, the general FUSE facility still requires privileges to install in the kernel, filesystems are still globally visible and require multiple processes. FUSE does allow file-oriented utilities such as cat and ls and shell scripts in general to interact directly with user-defined data structures so exposed. MPWFoundation provides a FUSE-adapter for exposing stores to the filesystem in this fashion.

In-Process REST shares with Plan 9 the concept of using a storage-oriented interface to represent a diverse set of storage and non-storage-oriented resources alike located in a hierarchical name space [39]. However, Plan 9 is very much an operating system [7], with the facilities provided to processes by file-servers. Unlike Unix kernel filesystems and FUSE, the name space is configured on a per-process basis. However, access does involve at least communication with a separate server process or a kernel transition when the server is provided by the kernel, and also uses a byte-oriented, rather than an object-oriented API. This makes transparent distribution transparent, but in-process use somewhat more.

Where recursive services analogous to storage combinators are mentioned, they are also for operating-system level services such as networking, file-serving and display/window-servers. Implementing Plan 9

HTTP middleware [43][8] provides a mechanism for filtering HTTP requests entering HTTP application servers such as then ones used in Section 6. It is similar to storage combinators in that middlewares are used in-process, can be stacked and modify requests and data, for example compressing the request body via gzip before sending. Storage combinators go beyond middleware by not being tied to a specific HTTP server, or to HTTP at all, but instead applying the REST principles to arbitrary domains.

The large number of existing middlewares almost certainly includes a rich source of inspiration for the creation or adaption of specific combinators.

The idea of moving distributed systems back into the process has also been picked up by Fast key-value stores: An idea whose time has come and gone [11]. The authors argue that what they call “Remote, in-memory key-value (RInK) stores” such as the popular memcached and Redis servers impose too much overhead due to marshalling costs and network hops and should be replaced by stateful application servers or custom in-memory stores. Storage combinators could help with keeping these designs modular.

Properties in languages such as C#, Objective-C, Eiffel and Swift provide a data-like interface for procedural abstraction. Unlike HTTP and in-process-REST, they do not separate the name from the operation completely, so there is no straightforward way to capture all the names for a specific operation and provide generic services such as caching or translation. Lenses [20] share the aspect of bi-directionality with storage combinators, however they work on a per-function basis, rather than abstracting over an entire set of identifiers at once.

9 Summary and Outlook

This paper introduces storage combinators, generic intermediaries that can be used as part of a plug-composable storage-oriented abstraction. These composable intermediaries have proven to be compact, reusable and versatile, and are successfully used in mobile, desktop and server applications serving many millions of users. Their use correlates strongly with positive effects on code-size, performance, reliability and productivity, both observationally and in the minds of developers.
One area of future research is how to type and statically type-check storage combiners. The same generic nature that makes storage combiners so composable also makes it difficult to verify when they are connected correctly. Existing generic approaches are probably insufficient, because even single instances of the combiners will usually be processing many different types. One possibility is that the types move from the operations to the polymorphic identifiers.

Another opportunity is debugging: debugging the compositions by tracing the method invocations in their implementation can be cumbersome, but finding mechanisms for directly tracing and debugging the compositions, for example by automatically inserting logging stores (see Section 3.2) could enable debugging at a higher level of abstraction than current technologies. This type of tracing could be presented graphically using a variant of the graphical representation generated.

The availability of a graphical representation that can be derived automatically from the composed stores suggests that it might be possible to create a graphical notation for specifying these compositions.

By combining some of the best ideas from Unix, the World Wide Web and object-oriented programming, storage combiners have already proven themselves to be highly versatile and effective at structuring software systems, while opening many avenues for further improvement.
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